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FOREWORD 
Man 's his/t)rir'" tmunCJ It) ct)nCflltrau his aetirJirits alDng a rlain riwr 
(()U~ ha.s bttn a signijirant fMIt)r ft)r his inland SUN/ivai, TIH assu"d supply 
0/ waItT has usually burt rt)rtSiurt'llN (aUN, .Wt haw not tmphaJiztd tht faa 
that rivm guarantH a food Sllpp!y t)/ high qualily for man by tlNir "ptatd fo!od ~ilJ t)/ wwhtrabk mintTaiJ which rtadily tkw~p in/I) highly protiU(' 
ItW J()iU. 
In Ihis mjJ«t, allmliM may wtll IN (alud If} lIN signifirana t)/ rM Ni/t 
for Egypt, 1M Ellphraus and 1M Tigris for (MtsofJDtamia) Iraq, tIN Hwang_ 
Ho or Yt"OW for China, lIN Gangts and fht Brahmaputra for India, tIN 
Indus for PakistaJJ, thl Rhint ft)r Iht Ntthtr!ands, lIN DanulN for SouIlNaJtn'1I 
Europt, 1M PfI for Italy, and t)/hm. TIN SOUrtt1 0/ tbm rivtrJ (t)r triblltarits) 
art al high tinalioM of signifi(ant rainfa" M' intlmin glanal a(t;t)'" T~ 
pnwiu bolh lIN ulattr and lIN pulwriud rock il (amts and rkprui/J ft)r rapid 
wtlathni"g i"rf} tIN pffJriu(tiJlt sflil in tIN Jlrtams' jWfId plains. 
This strits fI/ puhlications "pt>m on studits 0/ tht lTIutiortJ and ralts 0/ rJt. 
(fImposilion of pulwri%td mintraiJ (t)mm()1I in 10il. Tht sludits tmphasizt tIN 
Wlalhtring 0/ tIN min"ais in tht soil's rtstTlltl 10 furnish actiw /lrtility fM' tIN 
growing crops. Thus, soiis art pffJriuctillt nOI on!J hKauJi 0/ thtir inJltnlory fI/ 
lIIilriml ,kmmlJ adsorbtd Oil tht tiay, but aiso btcaliJi IlNir original Iilieak 
mintTa/ rtStTWS art king wtathnN. A s tht si/icalts tUrom/'flSt, thq t1lShroud 
thtmst/~'tJ immtdiattly with a sur/aa Ia)'t r of day fmd salurall its txrhangt 
caparity wilh lIN ionk pffJrill(fJ mau IUtiw by Iht d«fJ7;;osition, ThuJ tht sol· 
ubk or salt protiU(fJ art alrtady mort fi r UJJ grouptd 0' plant Wt as an fX· 
thaJJgtah" ionie Sllill in Ihis (lay layt, . &th tIN cia) an 1M sal/J I't!ull from Iht 
ri«flmpositiflJJ fJf Iht tlmlpUx silica/a. 
MifJOuri's Ixtmsiw ~art:h on Iht ffJN1lali(Jrt of tJ.} aJJd it proptrtits ~ 
vTud Iht mdhods fM' mtaJllring tht slirfact rtlUliOrtJ of tIN sili(all mintrafs flo 
fwrttd in this stritJ of publirations. TIx sur/act "actions of Sfl111# 0/ tIN Ii/iealt 
m;ntrais in (ontlUl with (a) waltr, (b) acids and (() sail solutions haw hem 
inlltsligaltd It) fa,. 
Tht mlliting data point 0111 thaI 1M wtathning PrtJ(t1JIS mllSt sti/J IN I? 
ing on in flur jmN/uctiw sfJiiJ. With trOJlon tXfOJing p,",lowly IInwtathtrrti 
mintrais tfl slIrh anifln, tIN t«atJxring prtxzssc dtmDnstraud in Ibtu Jludits art 
making tht nutritnt amten/J IIf 1m primary si/iratl mintrais al/ailah" ffl' crop 
producli(Jrt. 
Wt haw long kn~ that Jt((mdary mintrais, lib lim~tont and rtJ(k phos-
phalt, briak dDum in aridic soils and 'f:mt JllJlaining ftrtility rathlr than 
Slarl" /trliliurs. TIN ustarch rtporud suggtslJ that tvt1I Iht primary min· 
trais, lib Ibtut «)J1IJlflling tlx granilt rtJ(k, maybt pUI intfJ tlx Jamt (alfgory, 
though passiM) anillt fir a,·ailabk at liDwtr ra/t1. Wt a" grad"""} aJ11I/rthmd. 
ing tlx rlxmir'" prDa$Jts by whkh rod:J form soil 10 Iud fill' crops which, in 
lurn, fml us. 
Wm. A . Alhrtchl 
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The mltenil of (his bullerin is largely ukeo from ,he Ph. D. (hesis by V. E. Nosh 
en,ide<! " An Experimental Investigarion of ' he Surface Rean;ons of Feldspars". Uni· 
versi,y of Missouri, August 19~'. The wotk waS part of Departmen( of Soils Research 
Project No.6, entided "Heavy Clays."' 
The Surface Reactions 
Of Silicate Minerals 
PART L THE REACTIONS OF FELDSPAR SURFACES 
WITH ACIDIC SOLUTIO NS 
V. E. NASH "'1'10 C. E. MARSHAll' 
I N TRODUCTION 
Pe<lology. the science which sceks to des<::ribe :lnd evaluate our soils, 
~nd geochemistry, the science which trelts of the whole earth as a giglndc 
chemical laboratory. together face the same paradox. It consists of this: 
In borh sciences the reactions by which the greatest quantity of original 
minenl is lr.lnsformed to other compounds arc the least well known. 
These reactions. common to borh sdcnccs, are rhe ones responsible [or 
the decomposition of the feldspar miner-lis which constitute some 60 per-
cent of the earth's cruSt. They furnished almost all the sodium now in rhc 
oceans. lnd :almost all rhc calcium now in the limestones. Soils from 
which feldspars have dislppeared by weathering are gene!'ally low in 
the fertilit y scale and expensive (0 bring into high production. Soils con· 
taining abundant feldspar plrticles have higher inherent fertility and any 
deficiencies they may possess are 6idy easy to correct. 
The feldspars are three: dimensional structures in which a strongly 
linked framework of oxygen, silicon and aluminum atoms carries a nega-
tive elecuic charge, exactly balanced by potassium, nlcium or sodium. 
In primary rocks other minerals are inn:;rmingkd with the feldspus. The 
cr)'srallintion and solidification of the mass from an originally liquid con· 
dition introduces many localized strains and discontinuities. Thus the first 
stage in rock breakdown involves the movement of water into minure 
c!'acks, with physical sepa!'ation not only of originll mineral grains but 
frequently of still smaller unirs. The feldspars commonly contain many 
minute cracks and cleavages, caused in part by local variations in chemiall 
composition and in parr by their possible: transitions from high to low 
temperature forms. Thus a major change, at an early SF.lge in rock break-
down, consists of a luge increase in the surface expoSl':d by the feldspar. 
Further procesSl':s then involve cheminl changes at these surfaces. 
Similar considerations, differing somewhat in degree from the case 
of the feldspars, apply to other mineral constituents of primary rocks. In 
all cases weathering processes first become apparent at surfaces. Thus the 
surface chemistry of minerals is of prime importance, both in the release 
of elements into solution and in the appear:lnce of new sparingly soluble 
phases. These rwo processes are commonly considered mgether, but then: 
is already evidence that in some oses they may be separated. It seems 
advisable, then:fore, to investigate fim, by the methods of colloid chem-
istry, the properties of comparatively fresh minenl surfaces. Exchange of 
cations between such surfaces and solutions in COntact with them repn:· 
sems a simple chemical reaccion of common occurrence. By srudying rhis 
exchange. invel;dgators can hope ro elHify the essendal features of the 
earliest stages in minera l decomposition. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Crystal Structure of Feldspars 
The m.bility of minerals toward environmental conditions depends 10 
a luge degree upon rhe manner in which the ions arc arranged in the 
crysn!. According to Pauling (31) the ions will amlnge rhemselves in a 
crysral in such a way that rhe potenllal energy is a minimum. The part· 
icu12r configur:lrion in which there is a minimum potemial energy will 
depend upon the conditions under which the miner:l l was formed . When 
this mineral is brought in comact with atmospheric conditions> it will 
tend to change in such a way as to be stable under the new conditions. 
In some cases this may Involve complere breakdown of the StruCture. 
KeUer (21) has pointed ollr that the diffen:nce In the energies of for-
mation of minerals appan:nrly comrols their order of cryStaUizl!ion, theit 
stability, and their susceptibility to weathering. In support of this, he 
showed that the Goldich (17) stability to weathering series, the Rosen-
busch order of crystalli2ation and the Bowen reaction seties all follow 
this order: n]ivine, pyroxene. amphibole, biotite, alkali-feldspar, alkali-
calcic.feldsp. r, calcic-alkali feldspu, calcic.feldspar, microdine, and quartZ, 
This also fonows the dassifiCHion of silicates by Strunn (39). From these 
considerations it seemed necessary to consider somewhat the nHure of 
the feldspu structure in any evaluation of chemic:.ll decomposition 
The feldd'us are divided inlo grollps on the basis of symmetry. 
O rthoclasc an the barium feldspars are monoclinic wirh cleavage angles 
along the (001) and (010) planes at 90". Microdine and the plagioclasc 
feldspars are tridinic with a cleavage angle of about 86". 
The feldspars are further classified on the basis of chemic:.ll composi-
tion as shown in the follOWing table. 
Orthoclase 
Microdine 
Celsian 
Monoclinic 
KAISi.O. 
KAISi,O, (acrually 
tridinic) 
fuAl,Si,O. 
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Triclinic-Plagiocbse Feldspars 
Albite ( .... b)· ... . ,. . . . .. . . .. . . NIlA1Si3 0 . 
Oligoclase .. , , , ... . . .. . Ab .. An, . to Ab,,,An," 
Andcsine , . .. ... . ... Ab,.An,," 10 Ab,,"An," 
ubradoril( .. . ....... . . . . . . Ab..,An,o 10 Ah • .,An,. 
Bytownite ... . ....... . ...... _ .. . . ,. Ab.oAn, . (0 Ab,,.Anoo 
Aoonhilc (An) ............ ... _ .... " UAI,5i,O. 
A general theory on [he SHUCTure of the feldsp;lTS was first suggested 
by ~bchl tschki (2~ ) in 1928. He proposed that the SHUCIure was based on 
fnmeworks of linked SiD, and AIO, tetrahedra with the ution pmassiwn. 
sodium. calcium. or barium occupying the interstices in the buice. He 
also suggestcd that the difference belwe.:n monoclinic and rriclinic reid· 
sp~rs was duc: to the difference in the size of [he cations in Ihe incerstices, 
the former conlaining the larger barium and potassium ions and the latter 
cont:lining th~ smaller sodium and c:.tlcium ions 
These suggestions were proved correct by Taylor (44) (4~) (46) by 
his X-ray stud}' on sanidine (variely of onhoclase) and in a more r«em 
and detailed study of orthoclase (8)_ According to Taylor, the feldspars 
are 2 three-dimensional silicon-oxyg~n-aluminum nerwork consisting of 
SiO, and A10. I~trahdra linke<l together inco a ring which forms a con-
tinuous chain parallel to the a-axis. Four chains lie sid ~ by side, the ad· 
jacent chains sharing pari of their oxygen atOms. This Si-O-Al framework 
has a negative Charge due to replacemem of si licon by aluminum in the 
telrahe<lra. which is balanced. in the case of sanidine. by potassium which 
fitS in the ca"ities between the chains. It should be borne in mind thu 
these chains are not separate as in the pyroxenes and amphiboles but :an: 
linked to adjacent chains forming a cominuous three-dimensional nel-
" ·ark. Nevertheless. this chain type of structure results in a certain degree 
of flexibilit)- which gives rise to oversrruCtures and other compli~tions, 
making the stud)' of feldspar Slructures difficult. According to Rankama 
and Sahama (H). '· If along wilh a given ehemiol composition. a definite 
sm,leture is necessary for the definition of a mineral species, the whole 
classification of the feldspars b«"omes hazy." 
Taylof and Darb)'shire (46) showed that the structure of albite is 
essentiall\' the same tetrahedral fra mework as sanidine, wi th the sodium 
occupying positions similar to those of potaSSium in sanidine. In albite 
the tetrahe<l ra chains collapse and fOlate slightl), $0 as to permit a cJO$el' 
grouping of oxygen afound the smaller sodium ion. sodium being held 
in 6<oordin~tion compared 10 a 9-coordination for potassium. 
Taylor and Darbyshire also compared the Structures of albite and 
anorthite. The main difference they found was a doubling of the c-axis 
in anonhite. Albite had a length of 7. 1 A 0 compared to 14.2 A· for mar-
*In <..,......"~ idoI.p>< .... p"",;.", d ... ~.- (Ab) .... _ ,,'" (An) ..................... 
..,_th • ....L 
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thite. They spe<:ulatc:d that this change occurred at Ab:An ratio e<ju~l to 
1, and was due to sodium having ()..coordinating oxygens surrounding it 
comp~red with a 7- or S-<:oordination around (lllcium. If this is true. then 
the albite anorthite series mUSt be considered a double isomorphous 
sene!. 
The Structures of these various feldspars ate further complicated by 
the mixing of minerals within a ctystal. resulting in a perthit i, strucwre. 
The perthite structure is lamellar. consisting of intcrlayers of two diffe:r· 
ent feldspar spe<:ies. Kozu ~nd Endo (2)) showed in 1911 [confirmed by 
T aylor (44)), rhat sodium.potassium feldspars did not form homoge:nrous 
crystals but consisted of aiternlle layers uf albite and orthoclase. When 
rhese crystals were hea!(~.! they formed a hotno.g:encous solid solution bur 
on cooling they separated out again {() the separlle .Ipccies. 
The imporlance of the perthite structure in the stability of feldspar 
crystals was well demonstrated by Spencer ()6; 37; 38). He studied the 
alrer:Jtion by weathering of moonstone from Ceylon. The moonstone con· 
sisted of inter-laminated layers of albite and orthoclase In the: crystal. giv. 
ing it a "shiller'" effe<:t. The ··shiller·' efft"<:t was responsible for the: v~lue 
of the moonstone as a ge:m stone. He found in th e: we:uhe:rtxl crystals rhat 
cleav~ge was along the "shiller" plane and not ;llong the usu:t! (0 10) and 
(001). There was a differential weathering of the cryst~i. with the albite be· 
ing converted into kaolin and the: orthoclase unchang~-d. This left a deli . 
cate mesh·work of inrerlacing laminae of orthoclase and kaolin as the: 
final result. 
Further studies (37) of rhermal stability of the:se: perrhire materials 
have shown thar there is a difference in the: e:ffect of heat treatment on 
the ~ film" and •. string·' types of perthite: of exsolution origin and on coors(;r 
"vein" perthite. This agrees with the: conclusions of Ditde:r and Kohler 
(14) thar the fine perthite can be taken into solution much more: readily 
than the "vein" type. Spencer suggt"StS from X-ray studie:s (hat tht· micro-
perrhire by exsulution rcprescnts a 10(;11 segregation of the sodium and po-
tassium ions within the SiO"-Al"O" ftamework, followed by cuntraction 
in the region rich in sodium. This presumably is the reason for abnormal 
cleavage planes in the perthitc crystal. It would also seem to cause a mon: 
open structure for penetration of weathering I"C3gents. 
The crystal chemistry of the feldspars is further complicated by rhe 
order-disorder condition. Order refers to l consistenr arrangement of the 
ions in the lattice. Barth (2) explained the difference m microcline and 
sanidine on the disorder·order condition of aluminum and si licon, the 
sanidine being disordere.! and miCfocline ordered. The disorder condition 
in sanidine gives a higher symmetry than microcline. When microcline 
is heated it is nor readily convened to sanidine, presumably due to the 
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SIable aluminum tetrahedron which makes the diffusion of aluminum to 
a disordered condition difficult. On the other hand, adulari:l., the low rem-
per:ature orthoclase, can he readily conver'ted to sanidine by hearing. 
Buerger 0) explains th is on the blSis of disorder of the alkali rather {han 
silicon·aluminum. Diffusion of potassium lnd sodium could readily occur 
through {he octagon Clvitics when heated, thus convening adularia into 
the high lempel':l.rurc disordered sanidinc. 
Since the postulation of Tschermak (47) in 1869 that the plagioclase: 
series is an isomorphous mixture of :l. lbir<:: and anorrhite end-members, 
this series has b~n looked upon as the classical example of a perf«t 
solid-solution. This idea is srill preval.::nt .::v.::n though Taylor (44) showed 
in 19H that th.:: structures of albit.:: and anOHhit.:: w.::re different. 
This whole subject of plagioclase structures has been discussed by 
Buerger (5) on the basis of the ord.::r-disorder phenomena. He concluded 
that solid solutions of all compositions of albite and anorthite mixtures 
:u.:: stable at high t.::mperatures, but not at low t.::mperatures where order 
is required for stability. When feldspars are formed at low temperatures, 
solid solutions are nor formed. He states that the ordering of albite AISi" 
is different from the ordering of anorchit.::, AI,Si" at low temperature. 
·'Albit.:: must, therefore, order as a different phase from anOHhit.:: and at 
different temperature than anorthite. probably at a lower temperature. It 
is irrational for amounts of aluminum and silicon in the intermediate 
feldspars to become ordered without spli tting of th.:: crystal into twO 
phases." 
Buerger's theory postulates three phases of the plagkx:las.:: feldspars. 
namely, that borh albite and anorthite have a common high temperature 
form but tWO distinct low temperature forms. The suble low temperature 
state of the intermediate plagioclase is that of a mixture of end-members, 
nor a solid solution. If formed above the ordering tempera rut.::, then eool-
ing ouses an unmixed aggregat.::. If fotmed below the ordering tempet:i-
wre, a stable mixture of intergrowths and overgrowthS of end-members 
results. All of this is fun:her complicated by a ~cond lflversion concerned 
with the ord.::r ing of alkali ions. 
From this discussion is seems obvious that a knowledge of the struc-
ture of the feldspars is necessary in considering the reactions of alteration. 
Also, the complexity of the study of these structures is apparent, and at 
this tim.:: th.:: incompl.::t.:: st:lte of our knowledge concerning th.::m is mani-
fest. 
The Process of Alteration of Feld spars 
Although literature on the alteration of feldspars or, more correctly, 
feldspar-contain ing rocks, is volu mmous in terms of stability, rale of 
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wC':I.thering, and end products form<...J (Goldich, 17; Gr.l.harn, 20). report!; 
on studies of the acrual processes of ~lteflltion are scarce. Perhaps one 
reason for this is the low solubiliTY of the feldspars. making analytical 
determinations of small amounts of dissolved maTerial difficulc. Recent 
quantiraTive micr<rmeThods of anal)'sis should now alleviate this problem. 
One method whLch has been used to get around this low solubility has 
been the use of high temperature and pressure bombs (Norton. 31) . 
Whether data from such studies can be applied to atmospheric conditions 
is uncertain. In this review only those papers that throw some light on 
the processes of feldspar altetation under atmospher ic conditions, exclud-
ing the high rempcr:nurc-pressure work. will bt discussed. 
One of the earl iest attempts to ~tudy decomposition was that by 
Daubr':e (13) about 1870. He studied decompoSition by grinding ortho-
clase dry and in water and in various salt solutions. Hi s work indicaK-ci 
that hydrolysis in pure water was very important in decomposit ion, more 
so than in a 3 percent sodium chloride solution. In fact. he concluded 
that rhe sodium chloride tended to S{()P the bn:akdown . Apparently. he 
based his criterion of breakdown on the incre-ASC in alkalinity, but rhis 
may not be a true measure. He also emphasized the importance of CO;: 
in decomposition. Grindinj< in water was much more eff"ctive in the de-
composition than grindi<lg dr)· and then placing in water; he rhus antici-
pated the later conclusion that a protective layer is formed around the 
particles. which slows down dt-.::omposition. The present study substanti· 
ates the importance of this surface layer. 
The wotk of Daubr{e was extended by that of Cushman and Hubbard 
(12) in which they carried out essentially the same type of grinding ex-
periment with orthoclase. They concluded rhat durirLg d<;<;omposition ~ 
new aluminum silicate surhce W;lS formed around the particle. thus Sto~ 
ping the reaction. This was based on an ek-.::trolysis expcnment in which 
there was a rapid decomposition ar first and then a decrease to very low 
constant value. This initial rapid decomposition could be repeated by 
grinding the material and presumabl)· removing the outer layer. They 
also showed that the presence of ammonium chloride greatly enhanced 
the decomposition. 
Beyer (3) . experimenting on the solubility of feldspar in water and 
various salt solurions in about 1866, discovered. the surprising fact that 
there was a differential rate of we:,nhering of the different cations in the 
feldspar. Sodium wem imo solution much more readily than potassium. 
even though the feldspar contained 8.~1 percent K,O and only 3.37 per-
cent Na,O. He also showed that exchange of cations from the salt solu-
tiun was important in rhe relea~e uf cations. 
One uf the first attempts at studying the cheminl processes of de-
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composit ion of feldspar was m.tte<! about 1920 by Tamm (40; 41; 42; 43). 
Most of his work centered about the re:tctions of the finely divided feld· 
spars with acids. H is mOSt common procedure was to titrate the feldspl.f 
part icles with H el and Ihen back-titnte with KOH. From these curves 
he: was able: to draw some f21hc:r definiu: conclusions concerning the de-
composition process. T he acid treatmcnt liberated from the bnice nO( 
only :l.lkali ions but also aluminum, as shown by the pronounced buffeT-
ing (ffex! in rhe :ldd region of the: dtI'll[ion curve:. 
For microclinc there was). reversible: C:XCh:olOge of hydrogen ions in 
the: pH range 1().6 hut irreversible in the: lIcid region. For oligoclase there 
was an irreversible exchange: throughout the p H range. This seems to 
indicate rhat the first re:Ktion of dewmposition is one of cation exchange. 
with hydrogen replacing rhe cation of the minera l. T he u tion eXChange. in 
turn, applTently setS up an unstable situation with a subsequent breakdown 
of the lattice. Tamm also emphasized the role o f hydrolysis of fddspar in 
the dccomposilion. Whm the minerals were placed in pure water the pH 
rose to 10.7 for microcline and 11.1 for oligoclase. 
Perhaps the greatest recent contribution to our knowledge of the de:-
composition of feldspars (II; I~ ) and other silicates {i.e .. tremolite (48) 
and leuci te (24) } has come out of the Rostock lalx>r:ltory of Correns and 
co-workers. Their general approach to the problem has been to leach the 
minerals canrinuously by ultrafil tta tion or dia lysis with various alkaline 
and acid solutions. From the analysis of elements in the ultra filtrate it 
has been possible to postulate some of the react ions raking place between 
the feldsp1l'$ and the solution. 
T hey concluded from their work that all of the constituents of the 
feldspar go into solurion in the ionic form. although some may be small 
fragments of [he lattice. This confirms a similar conclusion of Armstrong 
(I) based on [he movement of {he constituents in an electric field of an 
clectrodialvser _ 
Carrel~s and von Engelhardt (It) state that Ihe alkali metal and. cal-
cium arc fitst extracted, leaving a thin layer around the particle, rich in 
aluminum and silicon, that also evenruaHy dissolves. This silica-alumina 
residue apparently bui lds up to a constant thickness and thereafter lhe: 
decomposition depends upon the diffusion of ions through this layer it· 
self. The composition of this layer and its dissolution depend upon the 
pH of the medium. 
It was found tha! Ihe minimum 5iO": Al, O . ratio 00.70:1 was 0b-
tained at a neutral reaction. Th is was taken by the au thors as cvidcnce 
against the direct formation of kaolin, with a 2:1 ratio, from feldspars by 
the removal of the bases. They bdieved that the clay formation was 
brought about by the recombination of {he ionic constituents in Ihe solu-
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{ion. They also showed {hat {he dissolution of all of (he: ions was greatCT 
in alkaline or ~cid solution than in pure wan:r, rhus refuting thc idea that 
hydrolytic cleavage is [he: major reaction in [he weathering of the feld· 
spars. 
Conm.ry to the idea of Goldkh (17) that the role of carbon dioxide 
is chiefly rhat of reducing the alkalinity during rhe h)·drolysis rather than 
performing as a direct chemical action, their data indicate a direCI effect. 
since the alblinit)· was reduced in their experiment by continuous te· 
placement of the solvent. 
Recently. Frederickson (16) poStulated a mechanism of weathenng of 
albi te by water. He visualizes an extension of rhe albirc structure by tCtt"J-
hedral warer (ice structure), making i{ sterically possible: for rhe hydrogen 
ion to exchange for the sodium ions of the buice. The 2·cuordinate 
hydrogen taking the place of 6-coordinated sodium would [hm; set up an 
unCCJual strain in the lattice which would bt: released by breakdown. How-
ever, McConnell (30) questions Frederickson's theory on the basis of four 
assumprions {hat were made : (I) Whether Of not thtTl; is;ln ke srfUcturc 
of the: Helmholtz double laycr adjacCnl to the feldspar: (2) if there is an 
adequate fir berween [he feldspar and rhe ice srructure ; (3) if hydrogen 
ions would migrate into the feldspar bfti,,: into regions of high sodium 
ion concentration with a repulsive chargc: and (<I) if the sodium IOn 
could be expdled through the icc byer. 
In summarizing {he literature to d~tc. it may be stated rh;lr rhere is 
still no theory which will adt"<Juatcly e~plain the proCC5St'S through which 
a feldspar gcx:s from its initial dccomposition to the formation of ions or 
clay. 
In the present work a high degwe of specificity is shown in [he ("a-
tion exchange reactions which represent the very first st~ge in dccomposi. 
non. 
MATERIALS AN D METHODS 
Material 
The feldspar samples used in rhis work were obtained from rhe col. 
lecrion of Ward's Natural Science Esrablishment, Inc. , N. Y. The crystals 
were handpicked to eliminate any observable impurities. A microscopic 
examination showed thar rhe amount of impurities present was insignif. 
icant. These same samples, with the exception of microcl ine, have been 
characterized by Graham (20) regarding {he sodium and calcium con· 
rent and their respective refractive indices. His results are given in Table L 
An analysis of microdine was made, using essentially the same method 
as Graham. The composition of microdine was found ro be: 12.75 percent 
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TABLE 1 __ SODIUM AND CALCIUM CONTENTS OF THE PLAGIOCLASE 
FELDSPARS AND INOlCES, 
Ol!a:ocLa&e 
Ande alne 
Labr,.dol'!~ 
Bytownite 
Anorthite 
1.~51 
1.565 
1.572 
1.560 
1.570 
1.579 
K 2 0 :1.98 percent Na,O:Q.288 percent C,.O. To permit comparison of 
(his work with that of others on similar material, the: location of the 
source is given below. 
Microclinc 
Albite , ....... . 
Oligoclase ' . ..... . 
Andesine . , . _ .. . . 
Labradorite 
Bytownite 
Anorthite .. .... . 
Near Bathurst, Ont::l.rio, Gnad,. 
Amelia Coun House, Virginia 
Mitchel County, North Carolina 
Pamietfom:.Une, Transvu! 
Near Nain, Labrador 
Crysul Bay, Minnesota 
Makejima, Japan 
Procedures 
Prtparali()I1 oj SampteJ: The coarse fragments of the minerals wen:: 
broken down to panicles of about 2 mm. with a monar and pesdc:. These 
particles were ground in a porcdain ball mill in the presence of benzc:ne, 
using agate balls. This mixture. was rOTaTc:d at 70 r.p.m. for 48 hours. The 
ground material was dried on a STeam hOT plate to remove all of the 
bemene. The dry powder was then dispersed in water for the mechanical 
separation. For the I percent suspc:nsion it was not nc:a:ssary to use a dis-
persing agent. The materials were separated into five fractions: < 0.51', 
(O.H ) 1', (1-2) 1', (2-5) 1', (5·20) 1'. The coarse fractions down to 21' 
were sepHatc:d by gravity sedimentation using Berzdius beakers. The smal-
ler fractions were separated in 100 ml. centrifuge tubes using the No.2 
International Cemrifuge. 
Preparation of Hydrogtn-SYS ftfns: Ten grams of H-Ambedite lR 120 
were added to 50 ml. of the feldspar suspension. The suspension con-
t:.Iined 3·5 percc:nt solid material. This mixture was shaken vigorously for 
5 minutes and then intermittently for an hour. The suspension was sep-
arated from the (oarse Amberlite by decantation. Two 20·ml. aliquotS 
wen: removed wirh a pipette for rirration with {he base. A 5-ml. aliqUOt 
was dried at l lO°e. to determine the (on(entration of the suspension. 
Measurtmtnt of Cation AaivitifJ: The activiries of the (ations were 
determined by use of day membrane electrodes of the rypc: devdoped by 
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Marshall and co-workers (26: 27; 28). The theory and appl ication of these: 
chy membnmes to colloidal suspensions have been discussed in dctail by 
Marshall (29). The membranes used in this study were the non-selective 
type prepared from H-Putnam day and heated to 615 0 according to the 
procedure of Marshal! and Krinbill (26). 
Analyt ical Methods 
PqtaJJium, Sodium, Cdkium, and Strontium: These elements were al1 
determined by standard quantitative methods with the Perkin-Elmer flame 
photometer. In the solutions that contained more tha n one clement it 
was necessary (Q make rhe appropriate corrections for the interfering one. 
This was done by adding various amounts of the interfering element ro 
the standard solutions. In cases where calcium was ro be determined in 
solutions of high concentrations of sodium and p<ltlssium, the calcium 
was precipitated with ammonium oxalate. The calcium oxalate was then 
converted wi th perchloric acid to the chloride and determined with the 
tbme phoromerer. 
In the cases where SrCI, was used as the ext r~c t ing agent. it was 
necessary to remove the stronrium in urder to determine the other cations. 
T his was accomplished by ptecipi tating thc suontium as the sulfate by 
adding sulfuric acid to the extent of about 10 times rhe concentration of 
strontium. To decrease the solubility uf SrSO.,. sufficient ethyl alcohol 
w:.!.s added to give about 50 percent concentrariun. The precipitate was 
separated by filtration on a What man No. 44 filter and washed with 
alcohol containing a sma!! amount of sulfuric acid. The filtrate was then 
raken ro dryness on a steam bath and made up to the desired volume with 
water for analysis. 
Mag ntJium: T he magnesium was determined volumetricall y with 
EDT A according to the method of Bray (3). Since calcium is al~o deter· 
mined by this method, correcrion had to be made for calcium. 
Silkon: Silicon w~s determined colorimerrically by the reduction of 
the silicomolybdare. Essentially the same procedure was used as given by 
Snell and Snell (35), with the exceprion that in th is case the reducing 
agent uscd was don. 
Aluminxm: Aluminum was derermined colorimetrically by [he a·hy-
droxyquinoline method given by Sandell (34). In this meThod the alumi-
num quinolate complex is extracted from the solution wi th chloroform 
and measured, using the 40 lambda filter in the Bausch and Lomb Mono-
chromatic Colorimeter. 
" 
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REA CTION OF H ·FELDSPAR SYSTEMS W ITH BASES 
In an utcmpr to le:lrn something about the acidLe characteristics of 
the feldspar,;, hydrogen-Sl\cur:.ltcd systems were prej»rcd. using H-Amber-
lite IR·120, These H·s),stcms were titr:ated with sodium hydroxide, and 
the changes in pH and sodium activit)· determined. Results wefe ob-
rained for rhe 2·' jJ. :lnd }_2 " fractions. Two dcrcrmin:uions were made 
on e:tch sample. The ~cond one was usually made 3 to 4 hours ... fteT {Ix: 
first one. 
h is quite apparent from the titration curves chat an acid was formed 
when the fcldspu was {rclted with H.Amberiitc. [n most nsccs the sus-
pension showed a pH of 4.' to '.0. When this suspension w:u pb.(cd on 
a filter and washed wieh distilled water and then redispersd, the pH wu 
found to fise to about 6.5. This d«reue in addity o.n be due to ( I) dlt 
remoV3l of a soluble uid which was formed by the decomposi tion of the 
feldspar, (2) the hydrolysis of wc::akly bound hydroxyl groups on the col· 
loidal parricle. or (3) the removal of hydrochloric add which m:l.y have 
been adsorbed moleculariy on the feld spar. This third possibility is due 
to the inability to remove all of the hydrochloric acid from the Ambtt· 
lite. 
To lest Ihis third possibility. an experiment that will be described later 
was set up to see if hydrochloric could be molecularly adsorbed. No chlo-
ride was adilQrbc:J at any of the conctntutions tested. 
Comple:te titration curves wen: run on both the 2·~ J.' fractions and 
the 1·2 J.' fractions. Since the curves for the 2·, J.' fractions an: similar to 
thosc: for the 1·2 J.I except for the smaller eXChange o.pacity, the coarse: 
sizes will not be discussed. in denil . 
Mk,«Iint: The pH titration curve for microcline is shown in Figure 
IA. The first addition of KO H causc:s:l. t1pid rlSC: in pH. The slope of 
the curve tnc:n decte2SC:s to a constant value 2t about pH 5.8 and remains 
at this slop<: up to about pH 8. It is obvious from the pH curve that 
there is a considerable: buffer effect throughout the pH t1nge covered. 
This buffering effect in t he acid rllnge was ascribed by Tamm (43) 10 
aluminum ions. This is probably partially true. However, this expl:rnuion 
would indicue that the potassium added. lIS the hydroxide- would remain 
in solution as the ion. The activi ty curves show this is nor the case. 
The decomposition of the feldspar with time is very appuent, nOt 
only in the titration curve of the microcline but in all of the fddspars. 
Within a period of ~ ~ hours between titt1tions, the pH rose from 4.4' 
[0 '.28. If this titration were similar to [hat of an ordinary 9,'eak acid, 
and if th is decrease in addi ty were due to merely the hydrolysis of po-
t2ssium from the fddspar, the twO curves would be expected to join 
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rapidly lnd coincide for the remaining part of the curve. This obviously 
is no! the cas<:. The curves remain apart up to pH 8.7 
This separalion of the curves resembles a Slrong acid. Again it ap-
pears as though we are dealing with a StIOng acid in solution. It has pre-
viously been shown that this could not be moJecul:uly adsorbed hydroch-
loric acid. Neither could it be hydrochloric acid in solution, since in this 
case only a small amount of base would be necessary for neuu'alilation. 
It seems probable from these data that the acid rte:ltmenr of rhe feldspar 
forms soluble, strong, alumosilic;c acid. This acid forms a potassium salt 
which is only partially dissociated and simihr to some colloidal electrolytes. 
If lhe amounr of base rC<juired to titrate ro a p H of 7 is taken as the 
exchange opadt), of the microcline, then there is considerable difference in 
cation exchange capacity for the tWO curves. The first curve which was 
prepared by titrating immediately after treatment with H-Amberlite re-
quired 2.25 m.e. of porassium hydroxide per 100 g. to bring the pH ro 
7.00. The second curve, titrated ~ 'h hours later, required only 1.5 m.e. 
per 100 g. ro reach pH of 7.0. This means that 0.15 m.e. of hydrogen per 
100 g. was consumed in the decomposition process, corresponding to a 
concentration of 3.68 x 10-' moles ptr liter. This is much greater than the 
amount which corresponds to the decrease in acidity of the suspenSion. It 
is conceivable that there was hydrolysis of the potassium and aluminum 
with a corresponding incrCllse in hydroxyl ions in the solution. 
The acrivity curve for microcline is rather interesting (Fig. 1B). It is 
readily apparent that much of the potassium is in a non-dissociated state 
when compued with the theoretical act ivity curve. ThIS is also apparent 
from the curve for the fraction active. Most of the fraction active curve 
showed a dissociation of about 20 ptrcent of the potassium. This seems 
to offer further proof that the buffering effect is not ent irely due to the 
aluminum, but that an acid substance with a partially dissociued pous-
sium salt is present. 
It is interest ing to note that although there is a consider:able differ-
ence in p H values of the two curves at their lower ends, the activi ties of 
potassium are about the same. On the ot her hand, at high pH values, 
where the two curves come togerher, the potassium activ ity for the second 
titration increases considerably over the first titration. This is probably 
due to the incrCllsed hydrolysis of the silicate at the higher pH , libeuting 
more calions. At the same time there may be an increase in the adsorp-
tion of hydroxyl, thus maintaining the pH at about the ~me ~lue as the 
previous sample. 
The curve for f!:l.ction active, or bonding energy (Fig. Ie ), shows a 
high fraction active at the low potassium <oncemr:arion, or, conversely, 
the high hydrogen ion concemntion. This is what you would expect from 
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similar dara on the days, where it has been shown rhat for a ~mall amounT 
of a monovalent cation in the presence of a large amount of hydrogen 
ions on the exchange complex, the fuction acriveof the cation is large. As 
the amOUrK of potassium incre:lses rhere is an increase in the percentage 
fixed in a non-dissociated form. 
Aibiu ; The titration curve for alhite is quite similar qualitatively to 
that for microcline, as shown in Figure 2A . hut there are some differences 
in rhe details. In this case the base used was NaOH rather (han KOH, 
although Tamm showed (hat for the pH curve. al least. there was no 
appreciahle difference. The amount of base required to bring the pH up 
to 7.0, which is considerably less Than for microcline, amounts to about 
0.82 m.e./ IOO gm for the first curve and 0.60 m.e. for the second curve. 
The activity curves arc of about the same order of magnitude as for 
microcline (Fig. 2B). There is. however. a greater differenc\: in the tWO 
activity curves at Ihe lower range than for microcline. This may be due 
to a greater ease of hydrolysis even at lower pH v,ducs than for mlCrG· 
cline. Ar the higher sodium concentration the ~ctivity statts to increase 
more rapidly with increasing base ~ddirions. 
The fraction acrive curve ( Fig. 2C). indicates that perhaps the sodi· 
urn complex is more ionized than rhe corresponding potas,;lum compound 
from the microdine. 
Oiigf)d~: The titration of oligoclase gives a very smooth curve simi· 
Iar to albite, as shown in Figure 3A. It rises !'apidly at first (low alumi-
num), then less rapidly b\:ginning at pH 7.0, ~nd finally approaches a 
maximum around pH 9.5. The pH curve is similar to thar for albite and 
can probably he interpreted in rhe same way as the albite curves. It is 
inreresting TO note that for qui te a few of these minerals rhere is ~ cross-
ing of the tWO curves on the alkaline side. The laner one titrated becoml'S 
more acid. This may be due to a grearer ease of adsorption of the hydroxyl 
groups on rhe surfaces which have been exposed TO rhe soluoon longeST. 
The activity curve for sodium ( Fig. 3B) is somewhat different from 
the corresponding curve of albite. Both curves arc pT'J.crially identical ex-
cept for the moSt basic end. The activity increases linearly with hase added, 
hut not along the same slope as the theoretical curve. Compued with the 
activity curve of albiTe. the activiry of sodium from oligoclase increases 
much more rnpidly. This could mean that the aluminosiJicate formed has 
a lower bonding energy for sodium, or perhaps less of it formed. 
This much grc:!.!er degree of dissociation for ollgoclase is also shown 
in the CUfve for the f!'action active (Fig. 3C). About 40 percent of the 
sodium is seen to be active in this case as compared ro 2()'30 percent for 
alhite. 
The cation exchange capacity is about the same as thaI of albite. The 
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first tic!':oI.tion g~ve :a value of 0.80 m.e./ l00 8m. and {he st<:ond (lentlon 
gave about o.~o m.e.llOO gm. 
Lab,adoritt: The pH titration curve for labradorite (Figure 4A) is 
very similar to chose for albite and oligoclase. It was possible in this case 
(0 obtain a more acid suspension, :.lbout pH 4. Otherwise, the curve is 
normal, with a slight indication of :an infle<:tion :at pH 6.~. The pH rose 
onc unie, from 4.00 to ~.OO in 5 hours, before the second [iention. The 
second curve, as would be: expected for a strong acid, remamed well sepa-
rated from {he firSl curve up to pH 9, where the two joined. 
The activity curves for the tWO ritrarions HC nearly identical ( Fig. 4B). 
They arc similar in shape and magnitude to those of the oligoclase curve. 
The :activity incrcases lincarly with increasing concentration of base. 
The fraction active at the low concentration of base is very high (as 
in andesine), indicating cations which come readily into solution (Fig. 
4C). The fraction active gradually decreases until it teaches a rather con-
stant value of 0.3. 
Bytownite: The bytownite curve (Figure 5A) again is 'Iuite different 
from the previous curve for labradorite. The initial pH is very low and 
the Change in pH with increasing increments of base is small. The titra· 
tion curve was not carried out to a pH of 7.00, but it was obvious th:,l.{ 
it would reguire about 6.5 to 7.0 m.e. of sodium per 100 g to neutralize 
the suspension. This is in accord with exchange data which will be pre-
sented later showing an exchange capaciry for potassium in the order of 
6-9 m.e. 
The activity curve (Fig. 5B) is also uni'lue in that the initial activity 
is much greater than for the first increments of base. This indicates an 
increase in bonding energy of sodium, due to the increase in hydroxyl 
concentration. The mechanism by which this could happen is not :lpPU-
ent from the data. 
The fraction acrive (Fig. 5C) was similar to those of andesine and labra· 
dorite with a very high fnction active at the beginning and then decreasing 
with addition of base to a rather constant value of 0.38. 
Anorthite: The titration curve for anorthite ( Figure 6A) is very simi-
lar to that for albite, oligoclase and some of the oeher minerals. 
The activity curve (Fig. 6B) is normal, increasing rather rapidly with 
increase in base. The second curve is somewhat higher than the first; this 
is especially erue at the upper rang<: of concentnrions. 
The curve for the fraction active (Fig. 6C) is not much different from 
the curves of the other feldspars. Perh:lps the most conspicuous difference 
in rhese curves is the higher ftaction active of sodium, around 0.4 to 0.5. 
This high V:llue may be due to the larger amount of cations coming into 
solution ftom bre.l.kdown of anorthite. 
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INTERACTION OF FELDSPA RS W IT H HYDROCHLO RIC 
ACID 
Albite 
The following exreriment was set up to check the possibil ity of 
molecular adsorption 0 H eL One 8r~m s~mples of unfraction~ted albite 
were suspended in 100 ml of hydrochloric acid of various concentrations. 
Mcasurements were made in the suspension of chloride activity, sodium 
activity, ~nd pH at periods of U minuteS,4 hours, n houn, and 6~ houn 
after prepar:Hion. The resul ts are in T~ble 2. 
, 
, 
, 
• ,
• 
TABLE a 
, 
• 
1.85" 10-4 
Aner 15 hOlln 
1.45" 10-' 3.40" 10-4 
5.12" 10-4 8.55" 10-4 
1.08 x 10. 3 II .QO" 10-4 
5.20" 10.3 
1.10" 10-2 
3.81.10-5 2.85" 10-4 
, ... 
: .31 
2.U 
9.18 
8.13 
1.58 
.. " 
2.13 
2.20 
9.28 
i.n" 10 .4 
4.80" 10'3, 
11.85" 10-
1.08" 10-S 
FROM ALBITE 
2.20 
Alter 63 hOIIU 
1.00" 10-4 3.00" 10-! 8.38 
4.SO" 10.4 8.15" 10' 1.11 
11.30" 10.4 11 .90" 10- 4 .... 
4.50" 10-3 , ... 
11 .80" 10-~ 
2.78" 10- 4.18" 10- 4 
2.25 
9.12 
It is immediately evident that there is no ~dsorption of chloride ions 
on the feldspar panicles. The chloride activiry actlJally increases a little 
as compared with the initial concentration in the solutions. This may be 
due to a small ~mount of chloride in the original mineral or perh~ps, 
more likely, there is neg:ative adsorption. It is also apparent th1f increas· 
ing the concentration of hydrochloric acid did nOt nuse ~n increase in 
the chloride adsorption. The dara indiate th~t there is 1n increase in the 
chloride activity in the solution up to l' hours, but at 6~ hours it de-
creases slightly. In a long period of rime some of the chloride m1y dif. 
fuse into me particle or ~motphous layer and perhaps be adsorbed.. 
The 1Ctivity of arlons, expressed as sodium, released by the acid 
solutions was determined for the neutral and ~lkaline pH values. No at· 
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tempt W2S made to me2.Sure sodium in the acid region beo.use of attack 
by the acid on the membtanes. It is apparent from Table 2 (hat the le-
2. MJSSOUR' ACRICULTIJRAL EXPERIM£NT STATION 
livily of the sodium rc:leased is a dire<1 function of the concenrr:uion of 
the acid. For the acid solutions there was no significant change in the 
activity of sodium after the first l~ minutes, showing that the reaction 
is !'apid and g~s to completion in a short rime. T he re:l.clion with water 
alone:. however, is somewhat slower. The: sodium act ivity in<:rcased {rom 
1.8, :< to-' moles per L. in n minutes [04 .18:< 10" per L. in 6~ hours. 
Although the final activity of sodium in the: Wllttt susprnsion was slightly 
higher than in Ihc hydrochloric acid solurion which 'I\'aS initially pH 4.32. 
the l:mc:r solution InClcd much moC(' npidly. It SttolS from this thaI the 
r:uc of rdc:olSC of sodium from thc: I:micc is enhanced by an inncuc in 
hydrogen ion concc:ntr:uion, but given sufficient lime the equilibrium con-
dition may be the same, 
The results of (he sodium accivicy determinacions and some of the 
pH values are given in Figure 7. T he rhree levels of hydrochloric acid 
and chloride are indicated by horizonnl lines across the figure. 
D iscussion 
The tWO !o ... ·ese curves of Figure 7 illu5t r~ ee the fact thar tnc: initial 
attack on ehe surface occurs more rapidly in the presence of free ~cid than 
in water alone, and that eventually the establishment of alkaline condi· 
{ions causes greater liberation of sodium in the disti!!ed warer treatment 
than in rhe most dilute acid used. With larger additions of acid, (curves 
II and Il l ), the initial allack is rapid. but the sodi um activity over and 
above chat equivalent co the chloride becomes much smdler. T hus in 
III a sready srare is reached. slightly on the ~cid side of neutrality, in which 
the measured sodium activity is only about 2 percent above that of tnc: 
chloride. This result suggCliU strongl}' that ncar neutnlity. in the pres-
ence of salt, the surface strucrure is stable and that it participates in a !e. 
versible reaction between sodium and hydrogen ions. This conclusion is 
similar to Tamm's for microcline. 
R eaction of Various Feldspars with H CI 
To determine futcher the stability of ehe various felds pars in an ~cid 
medium, rhe following experiment W1S conducred. Two-renths gram of 
2 eo ~ !' p:m:icles wu dispersed in 20 ml. of solution. T he series of eighr 
solutions ranged in acid·base contents from 0.1 ml. of 0.1 N NaOH to 
1.92 ml. of 0.1 N HCI. All series were run in duplicate. T he minenls 
used in this experimene represent ehe entire plagioclase series and micro-
dine. The rehrive decomposition was determined by measuring the pH 
of the solution wich the glus electrode. Each suspension was left seven 
weeks in an attempt to reach equilibrium before measurements were made. 
The resules of ehis experiment arc presented in twO ways in Figures 
8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the pH versus ehe chemical composition of the 
'.0 
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Mlc roc llne Andesine 9ytownlte 
Fig. 8-Curva .bowing .he n:b.jv" ("osc of decomposition of 11M: fddspU1 
in hydrochloric acid. 
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f ig. 9 - T itration CUrves showing the decomposition of the fddspal'$ in hy_ 
droch loric acid. 
feldspars for the various acid concemradons. The curves show that dlC 
calcium·rich feldspars arc much more C2Sily broken down than the sodium· 
potassium members. This is especially apparent for the highly acidic solu· 
tions. For the welker solutions the effect of the chemical composition 
on the breakdown is nOt so appreCiable. although it is me15urable. It 
seems from this. and from other evidence presented latet. that the order 
of the stability of the feldspars de~nds to a large degree on the pH of 
the soludon. Anorthite seems to be very sensitive to pH whereas albite 
tS not. 
The $ame data. ploned as the more conventional titration curve. arc 
shO" 'n in Figure 9. Here again the buffering effect is quite apparent be-
rwC'Cf\ pH 4 and 6. T his is especially true for microclioe. albite. and oligo. 
cia$(. but is nO{ so noticeable for the calcium·rich members. It is intel'C$l-
ing how in an acid medium tho: curves for microcline. albite. and oligo-
clase arc grouped together. while anorthite. bytownite, and labradorite 
form another gtoup. Andesine takes an intermediate posi tion between 
them. These groups may be related to the particular type of structure in 
the two groups of minerals. The pH values in the albline solutions were 
nther emlt;'- problbl)' due to carbon dioxide adsorption from the atmos-
phero:. For this ro:ason the values are not considered very reliable. 
The suspensions of oligoclase. labradorite. and bytownite were left for 
seven months. at which timo: the supernatant liquid was scpanted by 
centtifug:l.ting and used for the determination of sodium. calcium. and pH. 
The pH values in aU CllseS increased somewhat during the seven months. 
Although the change in pH was not great, in some cases it indicated that 
a long pcriod of time was rC<juired to reach an C<juiJibrium between feld-
spar panicles and acid solutions. It is likely that slow brnkdown would 
continue until either all the acid was consumed or the feldspcar com· 
pletely broken down. 
The amounu of sodium released arc shown in Figure 10 and Table l 
There W2.S an incrase in sodium dissolved with increased acidity, as would 
be expected. In genenl, the amount released Wl.$ correlated with chemical 
composi tion, save for bytownite. Bytownite always seemed to release a 
large amount of sodium in spite of its low sodi um composition. Appar-
ently sodium in a calcium·rich feldspar is held in a moro: unstable posi-
tion than in the corresponding albite structure. T here appars to be a 
minimum in the sodium-release curves for the first increment of acid. 
Howevcr, since this is not true for the o!cium curve, this high sodium 
release for thc water suspension is probably due to the hydrolysis of the 
glass botrlc, in this slightly albline medium. 
The calcium released was about what would be expected as seen in 
Figure 11 and Table 3, There was a gndual increase in calcium released 
with increasing acid concentration. Also, the amount released followed 
the chemical composition of the feldspar closely. 
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TABLE 3 -- CALCiUM RELEASED IN DECOMPOBlnON OF 
,." .. '" 1,4 1 
S.17 4.24 4.43 O.Q! 
2.71 U 8 4,20 1.01 
, ... 3.48 4.15 1.48 
2.32 2.91 3.12 2.17 
2.17 2.U 2.QS 3.11 
Andesine 
'.00 1.80 1.25 1.39 
3.11 4.33 4.82 
2.71 .. " 4.23 ." 
2.54 3.81 4.11 1.44 
2.32 3052 US 1.92 
2.11 2.85 3.51 3.18 
Labradorite 
' .00 1.94 7.38 1.11 
3.17 4.SS 4.14 0.5S1 
2.71 4.11 4.30 , ... 
2.54 4.10 4.18 L" 
2.32 3.92 .. '" 1.34 2. 11 3.80 3.85 1.95 
Bytownite 
7.00 1.86 7.27 1.52 
3.17 4,51 6.39 1.03 
2.11 4.S0 4.S0 1.27 
2.54 4.14 4.12 LU 
2.32 '.00 .. " 1.1& 
2.17 S.1S 3.Sl5 2.18 
FELDSPAR DECOMPOSITION IN H CI 
AND N H, C1 SOLUTIONS 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.32 
,." 
0. 12 
o.~e 
0.5e 
0.58 
0.12 
1.25 
0.25 
0.81 
, ... 
0.93 
1.12 
1.93 
0.25 
1.17 
1.37 
1.17 
1.31 
2.18 
31 
In most of the previous studies on the decomposi tion of die feld· 
sp~rs, ~cids have betn used to a considCr:lb1c extent as the reagents bring. 
ing about the decomposition. To compare these dc:composilion results 
from s~lt solutions with those: from acid decomposition, the following 
experiment was paformed. Thc amounts of calcium. potassium, sodium, 
silicon, and aluminum released by 0.01 N solutions of HO. N H,CI, and 
water .... ere determined for all of the plagioclase series and for microclinc:. 
For this study the ~ 10 20 IL fraction was used. This made it possible to 
compue the results with those: obtained by Gr:lham (20) in his weather· 
ing study of rhe same minerals using H·cby systems. 
Procedure 
Two-gram samples of the' to 20 p. fr:lction of the feldspar were 
weighed into:l l()().ml centrifuge: rube:. To this ~s added '0 ml of 0.01 N 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL E XPERIMENT STATION 
NH,CI,o.OI N HCI or warer. These mixtures were stirred until all the 
aggregates were broken up. They were then placed on a mechanical shaker 
~nd shaken for 24 hours. Next, the suspensions were centrifuged at 1 ~oo 
f.p.m. until clear. When clear, the supernatant liquid was removed for 
analysis. The oudine of the experiment is shown in Experimental Pian 1. 
EXP ERIMENTAL PLAN I 
OUTUNE OF EXPERIMENT FOR COMPARING THE SURFACE WTERAcno:-;s 
OF TIlE FELDSPARS WITH RESPECT TO AMMONIUM CHLORIDE AND 
" 
AlbIte N 
" 
Ollgodase N 
" 
Andeslne 0.01 N HCl 0.01 N 
" 
labradorite 0.01 N HCI 0.01 N 
" 
Bytownlte 0.01 N HCI 0.01 N 
" 
Anorthite 0.01 N HCI 0.01 N 
" 
Mlerocllne 0.01 N NH.;CI 0.01 N 
" 
Albite 0.01 N NHtCI 0.01 N HCI 
" 
Olliloclase 0.01 N NHtCI 0.01 N HCl 
" 
Andulne 0.01 N NltjCI 0.01 N HC l 
.. labradorite 0.01 N NH4CI 0.01 N HCI 
" 
Bytownite 0.01 N NlLjCI 0.01 N HCI 
" 
Anorthite 0.01 N NH4CI 0.01 N HCI 
" 
Mlcrocllne Water 0.01 N HCl 
.. Water 0.01 N HCI 
" 
Watu ()'Ol N HCI 
.. Watu 0.01 N HCI 
" 
Wate r 0.01 N HCI 
Results 
According to the results shown in Table 4, perhaps the most obvious 
difference in ro::octions of the exchange solutions is the greater amounts 
of elements released by the HCI solutions. With the exception of ~not· 
thite, about twO times as much calcium was relo::iscd by HCI as by NH,Cl 
and no::irly 10 times as much as by water. The rario of sodium removed 
by HCI ro that by N H,CI varied from 4 to 10, increasing in gener:a.i, 
from the sodium·potassium rich feldspar minerals to the calcium·rich 
minerals. 
There seemed to be no consistent order in rhe release of Cations by the 
different feldspars. There is a different order of release for each of the 
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MISSOURI AGRICULTU RAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
solutions used and for each cation displaced. It i~ usually assumed that 
calcIUm-rich minerals are much less stable to wc:.uhcring than sodium-
nch minerals. These data indicate, however, that one must be c1fduJ in 
choosing a cri terion of weathering, both wah respect to the element re-
leased and to the conditions imposed by the environment. In the Hel 
solutions. JUSt 1S much nkiurn was released by albite as by anorrhirc. 
Conversely, n~rly four times as much sodium was ,e!e:l;sed from bytowni~ 
as from albite. There was also ItS! C;1.kium released from anonhirc in 
NH,C1 and water than from any ofrhe other plagioclase minerals. The~ 
seems 10 ~ no relationship between (he amount of a Cition released and 
thl' total amount present in the mineral. These :tnomalks may be ex-
pla in<::d on the basis of structural imergrowth of crystals. However, even 
these properties are not refined enough to apply to {he results. There an: 
good indications that a small amount of albite dissolved in an anorthite 
crysral is more subject to decomposition than is pure albite. Similarly, a 
sm3.11 amount of anorthite dissolved in albite is also more e:lsily dissolved 
than is pure anorth ite. 
The resul ts of the dissolution of aluminum and silicon in HCI solu-
tions are somewhat more in line with the stability studies in acids. Only 
in the case of HCI solulions was there sufficient aluminum dissolved for 
determination. The amount of aluminum and silicon dissolved increased 
with increasing contents of calcium in the minerals. Thi s is somewhat 
difficult to e.~plain since the other cat ions bear no simple relation to the 
composit ion. Further work will be necessary to dari fy these results. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The surface chemistry of the plagiodase feldspars included in this 
study was nOt In accord with the idea of a uniform change of stability 
with composition. Losses of sodium and calcium upon treatmem with 
acid showed this dearly. Determinations of pH in feldspar.acid mixtures 
showed 3. more regular change with composition, but even here then: was 
evidence that the order of stability varied according to the pH nnge in-
volved. The same conclusion follows from the comparison of hydrochloric 
acid, ammonium chlotide and water in their release of sodium and calci-
um. BYlOwnite appears, then, to be less stable than anorthite; but in re-
spect to silica and al umina released under strongly ac idic conditions it 
appeats more stable. which is the normal assumption made by ge<>logists. 
Since much of the release of bases by feldspars occurs in soils where 
the environment is slightly acidic to neutnl and since much rock decom-
position actually proceeds under alkaline conditions, it is evident that 
the establishment of the relationships between feldspar composition. de-
RESEARCH B ULLETIN 613 
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railed. crystal structure and stability is a maHer of gre:olI importance. By 
combining the highly sensitive colloid-chemical methods with analytical 
determinations, it should be possible to make rapid progress in this di-
rection. Part II of this series will deal with the cation exchange properties 
of feldspu surfaces and here again we shall find that reactivities do nOl 
fo llow the order indicated by composition. 
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